
Synonyms
Read the underlined word in each 
phrase. Fill in the circle with the word
that means the same or 

nearly the same.

Example
powerful wave

mighty wimpy
wide choppy

1. vast ocean
fierce clear
wide wet

2. fast swimmer
timid slow
brave speedy

3. slimy seaweed
dirty old
yellow slippery

4. pretty seashell 
white ugly
soft beautiful

What to Do:
Great stories start with great ideas. Plan a short story of your own by answering
the questions below. Then, on a separate piece of paper, put your answers
together to write a story.

1. Create an interesting character.
What’s her or his name? (Try something weird if you’re stumped.)
_____________________________________________________________________

What’s special about how she or he looks?
(Does she have purple hair? Or wear a red riding hood?)
_____________________________________________________________________

What’s special about how she or he acts?
(Does he know magic? Or eat bugs?)
_____________________________________________________________________

2. Give your character a problem to solve. What’s the problem? 
(Does the character need to get out of a lie he told?)
_____________________________________________________________________

3. What obstacle prevents your character from solving the problem?
(A wicked witch? Or a storm?)
_____________________________________________________________________

4. What solution does your character arrive at to finally solve the problem?
(Does he befriend the witch? Does she escape using magic umbrellas?)
_____________________________________________________________________

5. Reel in your story! On a separate piece of paper, write a story using 
all of the ideas noted above. Start a new paragraph for each step—
character, problem, obstacle, and solution. 

Antonyms
Read the underlined word in each 
phrase. Fill in the circle with the word
that means the opposite 

or nearly the opposite.

Example
deep water

fresh cloudy
blue shallow

1. gigantic whale
tall huge
quiet tiny 

2. shiny scales
sunny dull
broken happy

3. rocky bottom
scary smooth
rough hard

4. heavy anchor 
silver metal
light solid
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Multi-Meaning Words
Some words share the same spelling

but have different meanings. Read
the whole sentence to figure out the
correct meaning of each underlined word
below. Fill in the circle with the meaning
that makes sense.

Example

An anchor will sink when it is
thrown into the ocean.

to move downward
a large basin or bowl for
washing
to become heavy 

1. Most fish don’t like the company of
sharks.

companionship guests
business

2. Is that a cut on your fin? Here, let
me treat that.

gift pay for
care for

3. The fish made a quick check to see
if a shark was around the corner.

mark bill of sale
inspection

4. She can leave her job in the 
aquarium to work at the fish market.

metal container is able to
puts a stop to

Homonyms
Homonyms are words that sound

exactly the same, but have different

meanings. Read each sentence and fill
in the circle with the word that correctly
completes the sentence.

Example

The is very rough today. 
I hope we can go sailing.

see OR sea

1. A lot of turtles live in the .

creak OR creek

2. There’s a in the bottom of
the boat.

whole OR hole

3. Many wading birds like to hunt in
the .

reeds OR reads

4. The boat raised its so it
could go faster. 

sale OR sail

Bonus: All of the synonyms and antonyms above describe a person,
place, or thing. What is this part of speech is called?

Bonus Activity: Try this do-it-yourself rhyming poem writing activity! Find
a partner. Write a word on a sheet of paper. Trade
papers with your partner and write a word that rhymes
with your partner’s word. Trade papers and rhymes four
times. Finally, write your own rhyming poem using your
four sets of rhyming words.

Get into the swim of synonyms and antonyms

with the vocabulary builders below.

…because they live in schools. Check out multi-meaning

words and homonyms below.

Have a fun time and learn how rhymes “rhyme”! Choosing the right words is important, but you also need

planning—and a little patience—to reel in a good story. 

NAME: DATE: 
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Bonus: What other multi-meaning
words and homonyms can
you think of? Make a list 
of each on the back of 
this page.

What to Do: Part 1
Rhymes are words that have the same
sounds in them. Draw a line from each
word in the first column to the word in
the second column that rhymes with it.
The first one has been done for you. 

leap gills

home daughter

water pretty

skills roam

dark deep

city shark

What to Do: Part 2
Choose the correct word from the
second column in Part 1 to complete
each rhyming poem below. Then draw 
a line between the sounds that make
each pair of rhymes rhyme. The first
one has been done for you.

Far beneath the water,
There lives Neptune’s daughter.

The fish all think she’s ______________
As she swims through aqua city.

Breathing through her ______________,
She’s smart and has the skills.

To outswim any ______________,
That lurks there in the dark.

Or with a mighty leap
To soar above the ______________.

But the sea is still her home,
Wherever she may ______________.
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